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Statistical Crack Bkchanice

John K. Diene6i

Theoretical DivlBlon, Group T-3, Los Alamos National Laboratory,

University of California, Los Al&mo~, New Mexico 87545 USA

Abstract.- An alternative to the use of plasticity theory to characterize the in-

sltiatlc behavior of eolids la to represent the flawe by etatiatical methods. We

have taken euch en approach to etudy fragmentation because it offers a number of

advantages. Foremoet among these ia that,by considering the effectn of flaws,it

becomes possible to addreaa the underlying physice directly. For example, we

have been able to explain why rOckB exhibit large strain-rate effects (a conse-

quence of the finite growth rate of crac!m), why a ~pherical explosive imbedded

in oil shale produces n cavity with a nearly square sect.lon (opening of bedding

cracks) and why propellants my detonate following low-~peed impact (a conse-

quence of frlctlcmal hot apotsi>.

R6mum;.- Au lieu de la theorie de plasticity, on peut caracteriser le

comportemcnt in;lastique des corps cassant par une analyee statietique des

difauts qu’ile contiennent, ce qui offre plueierti avantages. Premlerement, on

peut interpreter dlrectment la physique latente. par example, nous avona

expliqud lea cons~quences lmportantee du taux de deformation deH corps rwheux,

lea sections carr;ee des cavit;s produj,te~ par leg explogife spheriquea clansun

acliiste bitumineuxo et len detonations occaeionelles dec propulseurs qui suivent

les impacts ; bauee vitesee.

1. Introduction

At the firac •eet~n~ of this series in 1979 I presented the reaulte of nomc

cxploelvc bla~ting cmlculattone [6] ueing the theory of misot!opic plmntictty.

Their purpose was to determine whether the anlnotrupy of ntl ohmle, a uedimentury

rock, playo an importmt role in blasting. This is considered Lmpnrtrintbecmne
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if an efficient blasting method that will produce a uniformly permeable in situ

retort can be devised, vast quantities of oil will becow available. In our ori-

ginal work the effect of a spherical charge was etudied with a version of the

YAQUI computer proaram to which an anieotropic plasticity algorittnn had been ap-

pended. It was found that teneile regions which have no counterpart in iBotropic

materlal~ developed behind the shock wave. These tensile stresses appeared In

two horizontal tori, one above and one below the center of the charge, and cen-

tered on a 45” cone with a vertic~l axi~. It is relevant that the strength haa a

❑inimum value in the direction of the cone. Such tensile regions are important

in enhancing fragmentation.

Thcmgh it wa~ poaBible to obtain interesting results with plasticity theory,

it was not clear whether such an approach would lead to our ultimate goal, to de-

termine the permeability of blasted rock. Furthermore, it haa not been estab-

lished that plasticity theory adequately characterize the underlying remponse of

rock to blasting. An alternative approach that involves a detailed, but statis-

tical, description of the behavior of ❑icrocracks seemed to offer ❑ore promise.

Such an approach has been successfully developed and used at Stanford Research

In~ritute [24]. The details of the Los Alnmos approach are quite different, how-

ever. Thi~ paper will summsrizr the status of our work, some of which has been

previously reported [4-11], nnd describe some nrw results. This work Ls summa-

rized in the rest of tl~isintroduction.

In ~tatisticnl crtickrnechanicm the opening, shear, growth, and coale~cence

of an ensemble of mlcrocracka are analyzed in order to characterize f:mcture

~roc~:~aee. The compliance of fracturfn~ materinl Lncrcascs nM crnck size in-

crva~es, and cr~ck co~lencence leads to permeability. PerColaLion theory ~!? uR@d

to determilw the fraction of crnck~ thnt ar~ not isolmtvd. Isolated nnd ron-

necte,l crackn arc charact~(rized with neparate fItatlaL~(IRl dintrtbuttona which arc

relnt~!d by m I,louvtlle equ~tlon cllnlact~ri?lng t!w conlcscence proccse. Origl-

naliy, the trcntrnentwnH npproxlm~tl~d by a llncnr equnt{on, b(ltit hnH recent.ly
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been found that the nonlinear problem, in which the increasing cross section of

cracks during :;rowth i6 accounted for, 16 tractable, and some prelinlnary results

will be siimmarlzedherein. Strain rate, stress and stres6 rate are related in a

complicated way by this theory, making it neceanary to resort to numerical compu-

tation. The algorithm for ~terial behavior haIZbeen incorporated into the two-

dimenaional SALE code of Amsden, Ruppel and Hirt [1], and we have had some 6uc-

ces6 in computing the fragmentation of both oil Bhale and 6olid propellant.

Computer-generated film of some specific problems 1s shown in the oral presenta-

tion.

2. Statistical Crack Mechanics

In the theory of plasticity the strain rate is usually represented as the

sum of elastic and plastic parts. In the current theory we adopt and generalize

the principle of representing strain rate as the sum of several parts, and devel-

op separate analytic representations for the atra~n rate due to ❑atrix distor-

tion, crack opening, sliding, growth, material rotation and nonlinear behavior of

the matrix consistent with the Mie-Gruneisen theory. In this approach there is

no need to define ~ttain explicitly, though material stretch IS calculated in

ordtirto account for the effects of rotation. With each constituent of strain

rate it is possible to associate n energy rate, and the total rate of change of

internal energy is the sum of these parts. Details of thl~ strain rate analysts

are discussed in 2.1. Then in 2.2 etabilfty criteria for open and closed cracks

are summarized. The growth and coalescence of crncks, uhtch 1s manifested in tho

mathematlcnl treatment mm the behavior of the etati~tical aistrtbution, is d~s-

cuesed in 2.3. Then the calculation of permeability ir de~c?ibed in 2.4. To-

gether, these coneidrrations make tt pooolble to compute the deformation oi mte-

rtals whonc behavior rcquireo an analysis of the cracks they contain. No COrIClll-

Mlve evidence that ouch a theory ts adequate for denrribtng any rnnl nwterinlg 1s

avnil~~ble, but exiet.ln~ comparisons of theory snd expcrimeut [9,24] are consld-
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●red encouraging, and we are hoping to carry out more definitive experiment at

Los Alamo~.

2.1. Superposition of

The euperpoaition

Strain ates

of etrai. rates la written

‘ij
‘+d”+ds+dz+dr +dmg

- ‘ij ij ij ij ij ij

‘here‘ij
is the total

the velocity gradient,

(1)

strain rate, which ia taken .3 be the symmetric part of

%
is the strain rate due to matrix distortion

(2)

ta the strain rate due to crack opening, d
d:j

8 is the strain rate due to ehear-
ij

ing of cloeed crackq, dg LB the etrain rate aaeoclated with growth of unstable
ij

cracks’ d;j
accounts for material rotation, and dmg is a diagonal term that de-

ij

scribes nonlinear material behavior associated with the Mie-Gruneisen equation of

state. Aa cracks open, a certain amount of material is displaced, and if it is

assumed that tl)c surrounding material does not change its denelty, nnd that the

rate of m~t(’rtul di~placeraent in each direction is the mum of the dl~placemcnt~

due to each r.rmck, then cm fln.dsthat

vhe re

(3)

(4)
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(5)

.
with u representing PoLsaon’s ratio and P the kme constant for shear, appear ae

the result of using Sack’s solution [21] for the penny-shaped crack in tension.

Cracks are considered open when the normal component of traction

B - aijninj
(6)

iB positive (tensile).

In addition to the strain resulting from crack opening, there may be a eig-

nificent contribution from the interfacia] eliding of closed cracks, for wli:ch

thn normal component of traction In negative (compressive). The rate of dis-

placement of material in the z direction from a single crack is

iv - ~ A sin EI(M coe e) (7)

where O denotee the angle

m;=4 1 - w c.—
f12-v IJ

of the crack normal with the z axis,

(;-:) , (8)

represents Segedin’e result [22] for tiletangential displacement on a penny-

e!lapedcrack reeulting from the Langcfitial component of traction o in the far-

field

ter.

ahaar

and t acting ou the crack surface, with r the diutance from the crack cen-

Thl~ can b generalized to obtain the etrwtn r~ltedue to an cnnemblc Of

crackq, vltn the rcnult

fj - fl’%cz:jkfl

where

(9)

(10)
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~B =81-U
H

2 -’5
52-V ‘

a-~B(A-B) D

A represents the magnitude squared of traction

A m ‘Ijnjaik%c ‘
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(11)

(12)

~ denotes the coefficient of friction, Ne(c,!2,t) represents the number of closed

cracks of orientation O with radiue exceeding c, and

bijk~ = %njnk+ $lnink - 2ninjnknl “ (13)

‘he ‘race ‘f q ‘hould‘anish’ since in this representation shear cracks nake no

contribution to the volume, and this is easily verified. In previous papers

[8,9] the contribution of the surface tractions was omitted, with the result that

a does not appear. If a exceeds one, the frictional atreases are great enough to

lock cracks with the corresponding orientation, regardleea of size, and d;+ must
.

be Net to zero. This introduces the hysteretic effects caused by Bolid friction.

At high pressure, cr~cks are closed and locked, and material behavior i9

thought to be dominated by an Lsotropic equation of state relating press~’re, p;

density, P; and internal energy, I; and having the form [17]

p = G(P)cI + f(p) . (14)

u - cc, + Su
e p

(15)
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(16)

where 6 denotes compression,

o.1- Poh ● (17)

and k, the lmlk modulus. The nonlinear contribution of the equatior,of state can

be obtained by differentiation of (16) and (17), and subtracting out the linear

part, which Is already accounted for by (2).

When elastic behavio~ is represented with the rate form of Hooke’s law (a

hypoelastic material of grade one in Truesdell’e terminology [26]), it is neces-

sary to account for changes in the components of stress due to materi&L rotation.

Various suggestions to accomplish this have k pen made, but Prager’s arguments

[19] support the Nell formulation [18]. In the early suggestions material lota-

tien wan chalactex!zed by the vorticiry, W, but Green and McInnls [14] made use

of the rate of material rotation, fl. We have shown elsewhere [7] that the uae of

H in this context is an approximation valid for small deformation that cap. lead

to instability for large deformation, and this haa been confirmed by Key [16].

An explicit algorithm foe’obtaining Clfrom the stretch and strain rate is given

in [7], and this has been successfully used in our numerical calculations. The

full stress rate could be used in (2), (3) and (9), but we have :hosen to carry

those terms separately and collect them into a strain rate due to rotation

Dr-Yfl-flY (18)..-.

where Dr denotes the matrix of rotational stralil rntes, and Y in Fhe ❑atrix with.

element~

(19)

The rate of material rotation dt’rived in [7] IF



(20)

where A ie the matrix with elements

8

‘ik = ‘jlz&%jk ‘

‘ijk
is the standard 3-index permutation tensor,

s . (~ tr(v) - v) -1
B

(21)

(22)

and V is the left str::tchtensor.

If the stress is high enough BO that cracks are unstable, they grow at a

rete wh!.ch can approach half thz speed of sound at high stresses [25], but may be

much lower at modest stress levels. This growth changes the statistical distri-

bution, and contributes to the strain rate through the relations

(23)

where the dots indicate that in (4) and (10) ~ and ,Nsare to be replaced by

their time derivative:.

These equations can be solved for the stress rate nnilexpressed in the form

7-’ -- . --

..

where D ~lnd ) denote 6-index strain rate and erretisvectors whose components- 4

tilecomponents of the USURI tensors, with appropriate Indexing. The overall

pliance is

are

conl-

(25)

The stress Iete obtained ‘in(24) can be used to updi~te the stre~s in a computa-

tional algorithm, and thts lcndn to a #trnightforward computational procedure.



2*2. Stability

Cracks are unstable when the

Physically, an instability occure

imposed atresa level exceeds a

when the wrk done by external

critical value.

tractions asia

result of an increment in crack size exceeds the sum of the Increments in inter-

nal energy. The internal energy corsigta of ela~tic strain energy, surface ener-

gy and, for closed cracks, heating due to friction. For penny-shaped cracks in

tension, the strain energy is the sum of the tension contribution by Sa(.kand the

shear contributed by Segedin

.31
—=(2A- VB2)‘e-~~2-V (26)

~nd IS equivalent to the strain energy obtained by Keer [19]. The work done by

constant far-field strasses ie twice this amount. With Y used to denote the sur-

face energy, it follows that if

A < VB2/2 + TYIJ(2- u)/2(1 - V)c (27)

the crack <s unstable. For compression cracks the strain energy results from in-

terracial shear, and can be found by generalizing Segedin’s analysis with the re-

eult

(28)

where o and T denote the tangential components of traction aaaociated with the

far Eield and interracial friction. A proof that the strain energy depends on

the etre~a difference in this manner, with

7- A-B2 , .=-lB (29)

is given by Dienee [11], while Rice [20] shows that the frict!on term drops out

in the energy balance, and that in~tability occurs if
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112-v
(cJ- T)2C > ~~

-“y’ “ (30)

This preeenta a conceptual difficulty in the ❑ethod described here, since the

smallest cracks are always stable, while the largest ones may be unstable for

certain orientations. We can, however, make a reasonable approximation by con-

sidering the arguments of the integrals in (4) and (iO) which are, at least at

early times, the product of the cube of c and an exponential with ❑ean c. This

integrand has a maximum for a radius of 3:. Thus, we approximate the stability

of each crack set by considering= the stability of those cracks that contribute

most to the compliance.

2.3. Growth and Coalesce~lce

The crack population is considered to consist of isolated cracks initially,

but after a cer~ai.namount of growth, coalescence begins. The distribution of

isolated cracks is represented as L(c,n,t) and that of coalesced cracks as

M(c, !2,t). Coalescence of isolated cracks is said to occur after a intersections.

It would, of course, have been possible to carry out a more detailed analysis by

defining partial coalescence, but the philosophy of the current work is to eschew

complications whenever possible.

The number of cracks at time t + At whose size exceeds c is equal to the

number at t whose size exceeds c - ~At, less the number that have coalesced, that

is,

~(c,t + At) = L(C - :At,t) - ;(c,t)At (31)

9

where M represents the rate of coalescence and ~ deni.tes crack speed. The script

symbols denote distributions with a particular orientation, which doea not appear

here since the orientation is taken to be fixed. I- the limit, (31) becomes

Lc:+bi ● (32)
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At early time9,

i. - kL

where k has been

(33)

eetlmated [3] as

/fia .

The linear equation obtained

ry methods, for an

~ . ~ ~-cl; +
o

initially

(34)

from combining (32) and (33) is soluble by elementa-

●%ponential distribution, with the result

(;/; ●- k)t
(35)

It has recently been found that it is possible to solve (32) in the nonlin-

ear case when the crack cross section is varying, as well as crack speed. A

brief description of the approach and some preliminary results are sketched here,

while more complete results will appear [:2]. Define new variables

t
z m 2wL

c’
y=j:dt . (36)

o

The medium is considered to be filled Isotropically and homogeneously with

cracks. Let i denote the total length of :he edges of all the growing cracka,

aeaumed circular, with radius exceeding c, per unit volume. Then &At 10 the

area swept out by those cracks in time At. Denote by q the number of rracks per

unit area. Then the rate at which intersections are formal is k-n. In addition,

assume that cracks become connected after a intersections. It follows that

My - ~1/a (37)

where
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Then the governing equation ia

+2 +4jcnz-0, j-n/2a .‘Y c

This equation can be integrated, and combining with (36)

L(y,c) - - e
-4j(J - YJ’) Q

~ du h(u)e4juJ’ (y)

c-Y

(38)

(39)

(40)

d

where J is defined by

J“(y) = - n t J(0) -J’(0) - 0 . (41)

Kow let ni denote the n~nber of Iqolated cracks per unit area. Following an ap-

Froach described by Dienes [5], it can be shown that

(42)

when it is noted that L vanishes for c less than ‘fand Lhat the number of con-

nected cr.?cks per unit area is

Using these reaulte, it Eollo,.sIfter a lengthy calculation tlul~

!
m

nc = {“ j dr L(o,c) + ;dc L(c,c) -~dc L(Y, c) I--YL(Y,Y)
.0 0 Y

(43)

(44)

and
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[

; ;dc L(o,c) +~dc L(c,c)qm- }-YL(Y, Y) 9 (45)
o 0

Differentiating (45) and combining with (40) results in the different!.al equation

Jill -m jYLoJ”
: + y - 4j:yJ’ ~,-4j(.T- YJ’)——

(1 -4j~J’)2
r (46)

assuming, as before, an initially exponential di II ,ution with mean ; and total

number denslt~ Lo. The dietributlons L and M C:I!be expreeaed with simple opera-

tions on J(y). It ie straightforward to chow that the mean fre? path is A = l/a

where a is the projected area per unit volume. For an exponential discributton

5 3
of 10’ cracks pcr cm with a mean radius of 0.01 cm the initial man fr~e ~arllis

0.0318 cm, but thio decreases to the limiting value 0.0(.)52cm at late times.

2.4. Permeability, Porosity and Percolation

The permeability of snnds and soils seel~ to be adequately deacribcd by

Darcy’e law, but flow in rockn is more complex. In soils the #oIda tend to be

compact, whereus in rocks they often have the form of thin laminae. In ~cils,

a modest pressure does not significantly affect ●he ~’~ids,but it can aignifi-

cnntly reduce crack openings jn rocke, and uince flow varies with the CUM of the

opening, the effei ts of crack closure can be very important. In addition, crack

sets 111 rock tend to have preferred orientations , whereas the poroalry in soflN

is isotropic. Consequently, the permeability of rocks requires a ten~r)r clescrlp-

tfon. Ff.nnlly, percolation theory predicts a critical crack concenLrHtion below

which rock IS essentially impermeable because of the abttcnce of connected path~

allowing fluid convection. This critical property has no analogup for soi19.

It in aes,lmed that the flow in a thin lnminu paralleln the prefigure grtidleut

following a tensor version of

Qj - (~13t)/12u)rj~p,k

Poiaieuille’s law

(47)
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where the Q are components of flu~, 2h in the thlckneaa, 1 is the width,
~

‘jk m 6jk - ‘j% (48)

is an operator that removes the normal component of pressure gradient, P
,k

la the

pressure gradient, and D ta the vlaicoaity. In [10] y ia estimated to be ~, but a

better value may be obtained by considering a crack am a ‘.hin,oblate ellipsoid.

the flux f through any plane perpendicular to the flow met be the same, so that

one may write

where the litniLsof integration are chosen to represent the flow between two

parallel planes equidistant from the center o’ the ellipsoid. By virtue of the

simple geometrv, it ia straightforward to show that

(50)

where h and 1 denote the local thicl:ncs.sand wtdth , and

2/Y- (1 - n2)[l + [(1 - n2)/2nl~n[(l + ~)/(1 - 11)11 s n=a/c. (51)

ThLI averngc vnluc of a lH c/2, for which Y M 1.46.

The flux through a P1OIIC,
.

S, k’~th norm~~ COrnPOll(?nt8 I’Ik l:hrf)U~]l M r~lld~m

HyHtem of :racks i~

(52)
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Scheidegger [23]. Then, if one proceeds to the limit of a continuous distribu-

tion of cracks

(53)

The distribution of crack trace lengths (traces of crack in the plane S) is re-

lated to the clietributlon of cracke per unit volume per 211 by

(54)

where Y~ is the an81e between the plane S and crack set a, and can be found from

.
Cos y

s “n:nk “
(55)

When cracks arc as8umed ellipsoidal, as above, the local opening 1s related to

the ~OC~!.wtdth by

.
whure A is the aspect ratto, k,v!i..+the came for tillnerlton~m

B; combining them reaulte it CiIII he Hlmwn that

where G tR the fl.fthmomunt of crnck IIlze,

(56)

(57)



.
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2

’11 - ’22 = K33 = & yi3M0 <C5> (59)

provided, of course, that all cracks have the sau aepect ratio. The fact that

the three integrals are equal js not obvious from (62), and one of the integra-

t~ons IS rather complex. Thus, the symmetry itIwell concealed.

In the distribution above M 18 demcribed as the distribution of connected

cracks, and a procedure for relating !4to an initial diatrlbutf.on of unconnected

cracks is given in the preceding sections. It is quite possible, however, that

cracks aL”e 10Cally connected, hut do not belong to a network that can transport

fluid over an arbitrarily

isolat~’dcan be addressed

this work waa provided by

preach ;eacrlbcd by Eosam

large dietqnce. The probability that a crack 1s not

by percolation theory. Though the initial impecua for

Broadbent and Itimmersley [3], we follow here an ap-.

[13]”

Let q denote the probability that two cracks of an isotropic, homogeneous

ensemble havr not intersected. We require the probnbflity, (?,that a prth from

on(qof the crack~ (1) through R given adjacent crack (2) be finite. The path

fLWU (1) m;” Ix? finltc either becnunc it tH not connpcted to (2) or, if it Ls

connected to (2), becHufIc the o-l pathw from (2) are all finite. This cnn he ex-

p;crtscd nl}!uhrntrxtlly ~in

Q - q + (1 - 11)(/”-] . ((m)

((II)
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If the probability of no interjection, q, exceed~ 2/3, than the second root of Q

exceeds 1. Since this la no longer meaningful, the firet branch Q = 1 becomes

appropriate. The eximtence of such critical points ts characteristic of percola-

tion theory. In the calculation of permeability, let P denote the probability

that a crack can be wetted, that is, that it la connected to 2, 3 or 4 infinite

patha. A straightforward probability calculation leads to the reeult

p-l - 4Q3+ 3Q4 . (62)

Thio expression for P must then be introduced as a factor in the integrand of

(63).

In many c.aaea the crack distribution will not te isotropic, and this de-

scription ie too limited. The gcnerbl an~eotropic problem is difficult, but may

prove to be important in ~ny practical eituat~.ons Mince crack aeta tend to htive

definite orientation in rock ❑asses , antiare induced in particular directions .tn

fragmenl.ation proceesee. Treatment of a problem in which two Bets of cracks are

present. one ieotropic and one bedded, IS described in [10]. A crilical point ~n

a synlhetlc material based on memaurementn at MIT IN described by Bcrnabe, Brace

and Evuns [26].

3. SCRAM. A Statlsticnl Crack 14rchanics Code

The Htatietlcal crack mechnnlce algorLthm (SCM) hna hron fncorporntcd into

the SA.I,Ecode [1] and dynamic calculations have been performed with the rqeulttnfl

code, !icRAM. Applications to the frackure of oil ehale and propelldnte ecem to

be crvdlblc, ●nd have I)rovtded nuw lnafght~. For example, the cn]culation of a

onr IIwh sphere delonnted in 011 uhnle w.th an anfao?roptc plnetictty algorithm

[61 f~iled to azpl~tn the mnp:rin-nhapad cmvity ohnervcd in rmllographz [9]. No

InfltlIJrhw the ~laetlcity ●l~ortthrnwmn morliflcd, the cavity rrmained ●pharlrnl

within a faw percent. However, with SCRAM thn ohnervcd cavity ●hapc wan :vadlly

ohfninud, anA the nhape wmn sxplainmd an a connaquence of the openln~ of boddlng
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cracks near the equator of the opherical charge. This opening cannot be ex-

plained with plaetlcity theory. SCRAM calculations have also made It possible to

explain the detonation of propellant~ aa a result of low epeed Impact. This ex-

planation involves frictional heating of the interfacef~ af cloeed cracks, and

subsequent chemical reactione initiated near the crack eurfaceo.

A few of the quemtione raieed by the SCM approach are ❑entioned in conclu-

eionm Is it adequate to treat crack~ independently up to the time of intersec-

tion, and even eubeequently? Is it important to diettnguleh between inter!~ec-

tiona of “X” and “T’”type~ (croesing and not crossing)? How ~ignificant ii~the

variatton of crack speed with wtreea level In dynamic fragmentation? Does ❑elt-

ing at crack interfaces have an important effect? Is the tendency of crac’cs to

grow out of their plane a major limitation of this approach and, if it is, does

this complication render SCRAM invalid? What i9 the relation of microscopic the-

ories to continuum theories of a complex character, such es kinematic htirdening

models of plasticity?
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